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2012 / 2013:
Senate and Parliamentary inquiries

Increased media focus

OECD releases 15-point action plan

2014:            
Communication from G20 finance ministers expressing support for

G20/OECD Action Plan, 

Countries’ political interest in a unilateral domestic diverted profits

tax. 

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions

Countries committing to BEPS must meet the minimum standard.

Preamble language – minimum standard
The MLI amends the preamble to DTAs to emphasise that as well as aiming to relieve 

double taxation, the treaty also aims to prevent opportunities for non-taxation, reduced

taxation or tax avoidance

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions

Carmel Peters
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• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions

Treaty anti-abuse rules

The MLI requires jurisdictions to introduce an anti-abuse rule into DTAs.

Jurisdictions can meet this minimum requirement in one of three ways.

1. a principal purpose test (PPT) alone.

2. a PPT plus a “simplified limitation on benefits” (LOB clause). The LOB is a mechanical 
provision that seeks to identify, through a series of black-letter tests, whether a person

is genuinely entitled to the benefits of a DTA; OR

3. to enter into bilateral negotiations to include a detailed LOB provision plus a PPT or 
anti-conduit rules.   

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions

Carmel Peters
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•

MAP- access to the CAs of either jurisdiction

In covered tax agreements that do not already have it, the MLI will introduce a provision
allowing taxpayers to request mutual agreement procedure (MAP) in cases where they
believe taxation is not in accordance with the treaty. If a MAP provision is already contained
in a DTA, the MLI will amend it to allow taxpayers to approach the CA of either jurisdiction
to resolve uncertainty as to how the DTA applies

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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Optional provisions to target specific treaty abuses include:

Fiscally Transparent entities plus a Saving clause in Article 1

Provisions to require CA agreement for dual resident entitles in Article 4

Dividend transfer holding period time threshold in Article 12

Strengthening land rich company rules in Article 13

Third state PE rules to prevent treaty shopping Article 29

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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•

• Optional provisions directed at PE abuse

Provisions to address splitting up of contracts to avoid time thresholds.

Provisions to narrow the scope of the PE carve-outs to cover only preparatory and auxiliary

activities.

. 

Provisions to prevent splitting up of activities to avoid the creation of a PE 

•

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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Pre-BEPS project responses to BEPS concerns

• xxx

David G. Duff
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Preambles
– most identify avoiding double taxation and preventing fiscal evasion and 

several also refer to enhancing economic cooperation

– a few express an intention to prevent tax avoidance, without explicitly 
mentioning tax treaty shopping

– although most branch reports question the role of preambles in treaty 
interpretation, it played a role in the Azadi Bachao Andolan case (India 
S.C., 2003) and may be more important with the PPT and an express 
statement to avoid opportunities for treaty shopping

David G. Duff
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➢ India’s Federal Court observations on India-Mauritius Treaty case:

– Highlighting Preamble in the treaty (“for the encouragement of mutual trade and
investment”), it observed that many developed countries “tolerate or encourage treaty
shopping” , even if it is unintended, improper or unjustified, for other non-tax reasons,
unless it leads to significant loss of tax revenue

– Acknowledged an important principle in the interpretation of the treaty provisions, in
general and double taxation relief, in particular, that treaties are negotiated and entered in
to at a political level and have several considerations as their bases

– Grant of tax benefits in treaties is intentional observes that developing countries need
foreign investments and treaty-shopping opportunities can be an additional factor to
attract them

– Preamble relied for interpretation even though operative provisions was subject matter of
a tax treaty dispute.

– Express statement in the Preamble was held to set out the context for the treaty and
considered as an aid for interpretation

Mukesh Butani
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– Cyprus as a treaty haven has helped capital inflows into eastern Europe. Madeira
(Portugal) is attractive for investments into the European Union. Singapore is
developing itself as a base for investments in South-East Asia and China.

– Mauritius provides a suitable treaty conduit for South Asia and South Africa.

– In recent years, India has been the beneficiary of significant foreign funds through
the “Mauritius conduit”.

– Economic reforms since 1991 permitted such capital transfers, the amount would
have been much lower without the India-Mauritius Tax Treaty.

➢ Express Statement in the MLI specifically states its intention to eliminate opportunities
for treaty shopping

➢ PPT as a minimum standard is a measure to give effect to the express statement

Mukesh Butani
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Treaty Shopping – domestic rules

– most branch reports mention the availability of domestic anti-avoidance
doctrines and statutory GAARs, but these approaches have been applied
with different results and GAARs in several countries are new and
untested in the context of treaty shopping

– some countries have also introduced specific anti-treaty shopping
provisions in domestic law (e.g., anti-conduit rules and look-through rules)

David G. Duff
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Treaty Shopping – treaty-based rules
– while courts in some countries have applied an inherent anti-abuse

principle to challenge treaty shopping, courts in other countries have
rejected this approach

– although many countries have relied on a broad interpretation of the
beneficial owner requirement to challenge treaty shopping, courts in
other countries have adopted a narrower interpretation, courts in several
countries have yet to address the meaning of these words, and the OECD
Commentary was amended to favour a narrower meaning

– several treaties also include specific anti-treaty shopping provisions, such
as look-through rules, purpose tests, and detailed LOB provisions

David G. Duff
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Hybrid mismatches
– although the 2006 U.S. Model Treaty included a provision like Article 1(2)

of the 2017 OECD Model, only a few other branches report similar
provisions in treaties concluded before the BEPS project

– relatively few branch reports mention pre-BEPS treaties with tie-breaker
rules for dual resident entities requiring mutual agreement by the
competent authorities like Article 4(3) of the 2017 OECD Model, and few
express concerns about BEPS issues related to dual resident entities

– many pre-BEPS treaties adopt a credit method to eliminate double
taxation so already include provisions like Article 23A of the OECD Model
[Option C in Article 5(1) of the MLI]

David G. Duff
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Specific treaty-abuses
– many pre-BEPS Project treaties have minimum holding periods for the 

reduced withholding tax rate on dividends paid to a parent company like 
Article 10(2)(a) of the 2017 OECD Model

– many pre-BEPS project treaties include a substituted property rule for 
gains from the alienation of shares or other interests deriving their value 
primarily from immovable property, but generally not with a look-back 
rule like that in Article 13(4) of the 2017 OECD Model

– few branch reports mention pre-BEPS project treaties with triangular PE 
provisions like Article 29(8) of the 2017 OECD Model and only U.S. 
treaties include a savings clause like Article 1(3) of the 2017 OECD Model

David G. Duff
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Triangular Provision:

Should the Source Country grant benefits under the Source/Residence Treaty?

Phil West

$

Residence 
Country

Source
Country

PE, Low/no
Tax
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Hybrid Provision: 

Should the Source Country grant benefits under the Source/Residence Treaty?

Phil West

$

Residence 
Country

Source
Country

Hybrid 
Entity
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Avoidance of PE status
– while some countries have relied on a broad interpretation of the

dependent agent PE concept to challenge commissionaire arrangements,
this is not the case in other countries; however, several treaties include a
broader definition of a PE than that in the OECD Model

– countries have different views on whether the specific activity exemptions
are inherently preparatory or auxiliary; no reports mention anti-
fragmentation rules like Article 5(4.1) of the 2017 OECD Model

– some pre-BEPS project treaties include specific provision to prevent
avoidance of PE status by splitting up contracts; other countries have
relied on domestic anti-avoidance doctrines or rules

David G. Duff
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Dispute resolution
– although most pre-BEPS project treaties include a mutual agreement

procedure like Article 25 of the OECD Model, most provide that a request
for MAP assistance can only be made to the competent authority of the
residence state, except in cases of non-discrimination when the request
must be made to the state of which the taxpayer is a national

– several pre-BEPS project treaties also include limitation periods less than
3 years, and many do not allow implication of a MAP agreement
irrespective of time limits in domestic law

– many pre-BEPS treaties include provisions for corresponding adjustments,
and these are often applied even without explicit treaty provisions

David G. Duff
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REPORTS FROM: 

UN AND OECD SECRETARIATS 

EU REPORTER
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Treaty Networks Going Forward – UN Perspective

• In a world of deep consensus a Multilateral Convention reflecting is welcome;

• … but where wide gaps in consensus remain?

• Let’s be realistic - lack of consensus/ variable geometry is already evident in the OECD Model, in 

the UN Model, in comparing them, and in texts and treaty cases;

• … add to that - some of the building blocks are now outdated – need multilateralised 

masonry work.

• On the nature of multilateralism…

Michael Lennard
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Building the tax treaty network (+3000 tax treaties) 

BEPS Multilateral Instrument (MLI)

Multilateral effort to simultaneously change a vast network of tax treaties                   
(94 jurisdictions covered, 56 ratifications, +1,700 matched tax treaties to be modified)  

Finding a global solution to the tax challenges of the 
digitalisation of the economy

Unprecedented effort to tax an MNE group as a whole in a     
coordinated manner

OECD Report
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ort

EU REPORT

• Relationship between EU law implementing
BEPS (e.g., ATAD) and tax treaties between
Member States and between Member States
and third countries

• Commission’s recommendations on ”subject
to tax”-clauses, PPT and PE avoidance

• Minimum standard regarding treaty shopping
(PPT, LoB) and EU fundamental freedoms

• Binding arbitration under the MLI and the EU
Dispute Resolution Directive

• Treaty-based double-nontaxation and the EU
prohibition of State aid

EU Law

Tax treaties BEPS

Georg Kofler
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Do choices regarding the signature of the MLI reflect treaty policy?

– Signing the MLI reflects new priorities (see branch reports)
• Fight international tax avoidance

• Standardization of tax treaty network

– However, this finding does not exactly coincide with the MLI’s
coverage among signatories
• A group of countries has intended to cover virtually all their tax treaties

• Another group of countries has listed less than half of their tax treaties as
CTAs

Daniel Gutmann
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Indirect impact of MLI & BEPS Action Plan (1/2)

– Many treaties concluded after the start of the BEPS Plan have
included the minimum standard package on treaty abuse and
dispute resolution

– However, the OECD Report on Subject 1 shows that relatively few
treaties concluded after 2018 include other provisions addressing
hybrid mismatches, specific treaty abuses, the avoidance of
permanent establishment status and arbitration

Daniel Gutmann
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Indirect impact of MLI & BEPS Action Plan (2/2)

– Preference for bilateral approach : 
• Signatories of MLI : several branch reports note that bilateral tax treaties negotiated

since the MLI was signed include provisions which the jurisdiction opted not to apply in
the context of the MLI

• Non-signatories : in addition, branch reports from jurisdictions that did not sign the MLI
indicate that treaties concluded after the MLI was signed are likely to include the
minimum standards as well as other provisions included in the MLI

Daniel Gutmann
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• What does an opt-out from some or all the targeted treaty abuse 
measures in the MLI imply?

• Behaviour by non-signatories of the MLI: Is minimum standards for 
treaty abuse expressive of already existing legal standards? 

Johann Hattingh
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•

• Why did some countries just sign up for the minimum standard or only a bit

more than the minimum standard: eg dual residence and arbitration

MLI rule regarding consistency across covered tax agreements

Historic treaty network

Large treaty network

Retention of the opportunities afforded by bilateral negotiations 

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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At the other end of the spectrum, why did dome countries sign up for everything or 
nearly everything.

Policy Preferences for the new articles

Recognition that the new articles would bring their treats in line with 2017 updates to OECD & UN

Models.

Note that If there is a mismatch between parties to a covered tax agreement the default is not to adopt the 
new provision by way of the MLI.

Carmel Peters

• The BEPS minimum standard versus optional provisions
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Example of treaty between France and Luxembourg (2018)

MLI : Lux. has opted out of… F-Lux 2018 Treaty

Dividend transfer transactions Included

Capital Gains from Alienation of Shares or Interests of Entities         
deriving their Value Principally from Immovable Property

Included

Anti-abuse Rule for PE Situated in Third Jurisdictions Not included (France made 
a reservation too)

Application of Tax Agreements to Restrict a Party’s Right to Tax its   
own Residents

Not included (France made 
a reservation too)

Artificial Avoidance of PE Status through Commissionaire              
arrangements and Similar Strategies

Included

Splitting-up of contracts Included (although both Fr. 
and Lux made reservations)

Definition of Person Closely Related to an Enterprise Included
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Implementation of the MLI

– Consolidated versions vs synthetized versions

– Synthetized versions of tax treaties should preferably be developed
jointly between competent authorities

– Synthetized versions do not have a legal value of their own

Daniel Gutmann
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Synthesised Texts

• Synthesised texts not mandated by MLI.

• Absence of a formal notification of the amended tax treaty (factoring changes on MLI)

o Text of the applicable law itself is unknown, much less its interpretation and contours

o in case of conflict between synthetized text and tax treaty (modified by MLI) the latter prevails, the

taxpayer cannot argue that he could legitimately rely on the content of the synthetized text.

• The authentic legal texts of relevant CTA and the MLI take precedence and remain the legal texts though these

differences are precursor to future disputes.

• Country-specific practice (India perspective) on synthesised texts also reveals wide-spread differences

i. The synthesised text released by Singapore states that the existing preamble in its treaty with India is ‘deleted

and replaced’ with the new language while the Indian text states that the new language is ‘included’ in the existing

preamble

Mukesh Butani
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ii. Indian version of the text for Japan treaty states that Article 17(1) of the MLI replaces article 9(2) of

the CTA while the Japanese version states that the such MLI article shall apply to the convention*

*Article 17(1) would supersede such provisions, meaning that its application would replace the application of such provisions to the extent necessary to      
avoid the conflict between the provisions.

Mukesh Butani

Article 17(1) of MLI

Where a Contracting State …..… and where the competent authorities of the Contracting States agree, upon consultations, that all or part of the
profits so included are profits………….shall make an appropriate adjustment to the amount of the tax charged therein on those profits. In determining
such adjustment, due regard shall be had to the other provisions of the Convention and the competent authorities of the Contracting States shall if
necessary consult each other.

iii. India and UK’s synthesised text labels ‘different understanding’ between the two countries as regards

applicability of the PPT rule to articles 11(6) [Dividends], 12(11) [Interest] and 13(9) [Royalties and Fees

for Technical Services]

India understands that the UK considers that Article 7(1) of the MLI replaces Article 28C (Limitation of Benefits) and supersedes
Article 11(6). However, India considers that Article 7(1) of MLI only replaces the provisions of Article 28C and excludes the
reference to Article 7(1) of the MLI in relation to Article 11(6).
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What about countries not signing the MLI? – United States

• The United States has announced it has no current intention to join as a
signatory to the Multilateral Instrument (“MLI”).

• There are several reasons for this but, primarily, the main provisions of the MLI
are consistent with long-standing U.S. tax treaty policy, as embodied in the U.S.
Model Treaty and many existing treaties.

• Accordingly, the U.S. Treasury Department has held the view that U.S. tax
treaties are not as susceptible to treaty-shopping as the treaties of other
jurisdictions and there is less need for the MLI to apply to the U.S.

Philip West
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•The U.S. already has treaty provisions and negotiating polices relating to:

– Fiscally transparent entities 
– Dual resident entities 
– General limitation on benefits 
– Minimum holding periods to qualify for reduced dividend withholding
– A “triangular provision”
– A saving clause allowing each treaty country generally to tax its own residents under 

its domestic law 
– Mutual agreement procedures 

Philip West
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• U.S. prefers comprehensive LOB provision over PPT or simplified LOB

• U.S. judicial doctrines backstop LOB (e.g., “substance over form” and “step transaction”)

• The U.S. Senate may have concerns with MLI

• Arbitration provisions give signatory countries discretion to restrict the scope of 
arbitration

• Not explicitly stated, but the U.S. may prefer its negotiating leverage in bilateral 
discussions.

Philip West
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• Impact of U.S. Presidential Election (3 November 2020)

‒ A Democratic administration, which would control tax policy pursued by the U.S. 
Treasury Department, may be more willing to consider multilateral agreements

‒ If treaties are perceived as benefiting large multinationals and wealthy individuals, 
the progressive wing of the Democratic party may temper this

‒ If the Senate remains in Republican hands, treaty gridlock may continue, as well as 
aversion to multilateralism.  

Philip West
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Other countries that did not opt for the MLI

Brazil: avoid interpretation issues plus complexity in applying the MLI.

Ecuador: not a member of the Inclusive Framework. Has not participated in the BEPS 
technical work. 

Liselott Kana
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Questions for the public

1.- Which is preferable: PPT or LOB?

2.- Do we expect the MAP changes in the MLI to make the MAP process materially more 

efficient and effective, Y or N?

3.- Has the MLI proven that multilateral tax treaties are useful or practical so that more 

multilateral treaties should be a priority, Y or N?
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What impact for the PPT?

•The situation varies according to the jurisdiction

– In some jurisdictions, there was no applicable PPT, or a PPT existed but was

seldom applied

• ➔ question whether the new rule will really trigger significant changes

– In other jurisdictions, there was already a PPT

• ➔ how will the new PPT be coordinated with the existing one ? will there be a dual
standard of abuse?

• ➔ will the existing PPT be interpreted differently by taking into account the new o
ne? (the change would then go beyond the scope of the new PPT)

• ➔ will the new PPT be interpreted as the PPT already in place? (in which case no si
gnificant change will happen)

Daniel Gutmann
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Alta Energy Luxembourg S.A.R.L. (FCA, 2020)

• xxx

David G. Duff
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Alta Luxembourg 

Alta Canada

Alta US LLC

Alta Resources LLC Blackstone Group LP 

Alta Energy Canada

Chevron Canada Ltd.

David G. Duff

Restructuring – April 19, 2012

Sale – August 1, 2013
$380M gain

shares 
for note
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Assessment and appeal

• the taxpayer was assessed on the basis that the Alta Canada shares were “taxable
Canadian property” subject to tax in Canada

• the taxpayer appealed on the basis that the gain was exempt under Article 13(5) of the
Canada-Luxembourg Treaty and excluded from Canadian tax under Article 13(4) because
the value of the shares was derived principally from property in which Alta Canada carried
on its business (“premises” exception)

• in addition to other arguments, the Crown sought to apply the Canadian GAAR (which is
similar to the PPT)

David G. Duff
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Canada – Luxembourg Tax Treaty, Article 13(4)

Gains derived by a resident of a Contracting State from the alienation of:

(a) shares (other than shares listed on an approved stock exchange in the other Contracting State)
forming part of a substantial interest in the capital stock of a company the value of which is
derived principally from immovable property situated in that other State; or

(b) an interest in a partnership, trust or estate, the value of which is derived principally from
immovable property situated in that other State,

may be taxed in that other State. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "immovable property"
does not include property (other than rental property) in which the business of the company,
partnership, trust or estate was carried on; and a substantial interest exists when the resident and
persons related thereto own 10 per cent or more of the shares of any class or the capital stock of a
company.

David G. Duff
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David G. Duff

PPT

• arrangement or transaction has resulted 
directly or indirectly in a Treaty benefit

• reasonable to conclude that obtaining 
the benefit was one of the principal 
purposes of any arrangement or 
transaction

• granting the benefit is not in 
accordance with the object and 
purpose of the relevant provisions of 
the Treaty

Canadian GAAR

• transaction would result in a tax benefit 
but for the GAAR

• transaction cannot reasonably be 
considered to have been undertaken or 
arranged primarily purposes other than 
to obtain the tax benefit

• the transaction may reasonably be 
considered to result in a misuse of 
specific provisions or an abuse having 
regard to provisions read as a whole 
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Crown’s arguments regarding misuse or abuse

• the transactions contradict the purpose of Article 13(4), which is “to encourage
investment by each other’s residents, not by residents of third party states”

• the transactions contradict the purpose of Article 1, according to which the Treaty
applies only to residents of one or both of the States, and the definition of residence in
Article 4 since they “permit an investment that had been made by residents of third party
states to be liquidated free of Canada tax, when those persons could not have accessed
this particular tax benefit directly”

• the transactions contradict the purpose of the Treaty as a whole, which is to prevent
double taxation, not to facilitate or permit double non-taxation

David G. Duff
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Decisions and appeal

• the Crown lost at trial and at the Federal Court of Appeal on the grounds that it was
impossible to identify any clear rationale for the relevant provisions beyond their text, and
that a purpose to prevent double non-taxation was not apparent from the provisions of
the Treaty (though the transactions might be subject to subsequent measures to curb
treaty shopping such as the revised Preamble and the PPT)

• the Crown appealed the decision and Supreme Court of Canada granted leave on August
6, 2020

David G. Duff
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Key interpretive questions for Alta Energy and the PPT

• how does one determine the object and purpose of the relevant provisions, particularly 
provisions like the exception in Article 13(4) that are not included in the OECD Model?

• of what relevance to this interpretive exercise are the OECD commentaries, including 
subsequent commentaries, and does their relevance differ for OECD members and non-
OECD members? 

• how will the PPT apply to holding companies like Alta Luxembourg? should it apply 
differently to investments like those in Alta Energy that are restructured to take advantage 
of a favourable tax treaty, versus investments that are structured to take advantage of a 
favourable tax treaty from the outset? 

David G. Duff
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• Selected interpretation aspects for MLI affected tax treaties

– What are the BEPS materials that may be consulted during the 
interpretation purposes?

– Will everyone interpret MLI affected tax treaties with reference 
to the same materials?

Johann Hattingh
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• PPT focus: Selected interpretation aspects 

– What is the value of the BEPS Report/MTC Commentaries on the PPT?

– What will be the relevance of future changes to the OECD (or UN) 
Commentaries about the PPT?

– Will PPT interpretation require other extrinsic evidence?

Johann Hattingh & comment by Carmel Peters
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• PPT focus: Selected application aspects

– PPT procedures

– PPT burden of proof

– Application structure of the PPT & domestic law

Johann Hattingh
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Interpretation challenges: Interface of MLI with domestic law

o Issues arising from a constitutional perspective

o complexities owing to the amalgam of ‘operative mechanics’ versus its ‘substantive effect’

o Detailed guidance required in situations which are likely to arise out of domestic law interface of MLI

Legal Status of Explanatory Statement [VCLT perspective]
o Whether it constitutes ‘context’, ‘supplementary means’ or is at all relevant for interpretation?

o Explanatory Statement forms the core basis . Exclusion must be avoided. E.g: Belgium codifying Explanatory Note as “hard law”

o Alternative : Explanatory Note may be propounded as an official interpretation such that receives same status as OECD Commentary

Retrospective effect of MLI - MLI represents a ‘clarification’? 

Impact on non-MLI treaties
o Foundation of treaty interpretation is ‘good faith’ and textual meaning of the treaty could be shaken

o Can the nobility of such intent be the reason to depart from settled international interpretation practice

Mukesh Butani
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Interplay of PPT with Indian GAAR 

Particulars Indian GAAR PPT

Applicability of test Main Purpose is tax benefit and one of the 
tainted elements are satisfied 

One of the principal purposes is tax benefit 
and such purpose is not in accordance with 
the object and purpose of treaty/article

Effects Re-characterization of transaction, re-allocation 
of income (including denial of treaty benefit)

Denial of Treaty Benefit

Burden of Proof A deeming fiction creates Primary onus on 
taxpayer, though, shifts to the Revenue. 

Burden of proof on administration which 
later shifts to taxpayer – Objective & 
Subjective test determines it. 

Grandfathering Yes No

Approval 3 Stage Approval for invoking GAAR No*

*Action Plan 6 Report recommended that countries having approval process for invoking domestic anti-abuse measures to deny treaty 
benefit can have the same procedure laid down for invoking PPT

Mukesh Butani
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Reasonableness test, Constitutional stipulations

➢ Reasonableness Test: Burden of proof lies is upon a person who asserts existence of a
particular fact which never shifts. Onus of proof can shift. Such shifting of onus is a
continuous process in evaluation of evidence.

➢ Premise : An International Treaty is enforceable ( by domestic courts) only w

hen it is transposed into a parliamentary enactment. Only a sovereign is ans

werable for violation of treaty commitments.

➢ MLI design-led challenge : Owing to its design, only portions which amend

the CTA’s are enforceable in domestic law setting Rest continue to remain an

international obligation of the Sovereign. Does only a part of MLI attains

legal enforceability.

➢ Also reinforced by the Finance Act of 2020.

Mukesh Butani
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➢ MLI an interpretational guide : Being a signatory shall mean persuasive effect

over tax treaty construction. However, give way to the text of bilateral treaty

owing to the constitutional design and strict-interpretation principle of fiscal

laws.

➢ Select application of MLI : Choice to accept limited provisions (reservations

on few), not all CTAs uniformly.

➢ Courts could refuse to accord “overwhelming influential aid” of

interpretation for non-MLI / non-CTA situations.

Mukesh Butani
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Indian domestic law amendment 

• Modified Objective added from April 1, 2020 to second clause dealing with avoidance.

The other three being relief, exchange of information & recovery

“The Central Government may enter into an agreement with the Government of any

country outside India or specified territory outside India, … for the avoidance of

double taxation of income under this Act and under the corresponding law in force in

that country or specified territory, as the case may be, [without creating

opportunities for non-taxation or reduced taxation through tax evasion or avoidance

(including through treaty-shopping arrangements aimed at obtaining reliefs provided

in the said agreement for the indirect benefit to residents of any other country or

territory)]”

Mukesh Butani
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Implications & Interpretational guide

➢ No retrospective effect, reference not limited to MLI, Limited to anti-avoidance

➢ MLI’s transposition unascertainable other than expansive sovereign power

➢ Optional, non- binding without mandate to effectuate MLI objectives in treaties.

➢ Overwhelming influence : SAAR and GAAR shall continue to dominate the domestic

law agenda on tax-avoidance; provisions that Courts are familiar with.

➢ Unlikely that MLI will find immediate acceptance or influence in interpretation of tax

treaty disputes

Mukesh Butani
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Interpretational Challenges

➢ Evidentiary requirement : Neither any overt reference nor can it be drawn from its text

(or Explanatory Statement) about any change in standard of proof in tax-avoidance

disputes.

➢ Burden of proof, bonafide test, substance over form, etc. shall continue to determine

correctness of taxpayers’ claim.

➢ Judiciary hierarchy and interpretational approach : Higher forums and constitutional

courts regularly give force to treaty obligations; Administrations limit its scope to text o

f applicable law and tax treaties. The transposition of larger objectives of MLI may have

to await indulgence by courts.

Mukesh Butani
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Interpretational Challenges

➢ Taxpayer perspective : MLI reflects ‘a position’ and not ‘the position’ on tax-avoidance 
and given its limited application and should be given effect on a case-by-case basis         
instead of a dimensional shift in overall treaty policy. 

➢ Forcefulness of the administration in its application and the approach of the courts in    
viewing the larger picture will determine the fate of MLI.

Mukesh Butani
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• BEPS – 15 Action Points – only 1 of them explicitly looking to improve taxpayer 
position [BEPS 14]

• BEPS Minimum standards  – 4 Standards including BEPS 14 

An implementation duty exists concerning country-by-country reporting [BEPS 13], the abolition 
of/amendments to harmful tax practices, the spontaneous exchange of information on advance tax 
rulings [BEPS 5], access to the mutual agreement procedure [MAP] for resolving disputes [BEPS 14] 
and the inclusion of anti-abuse clauses in treaties [BEPS 6]

• 2 minimum standards immediately relevant to Treaty Network – Anti- abuse 
clauses [BEPS 6] and MAP [BEPS 14]

Anna Theeuwes

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – Taxpayer considerations

Taxpayer 
expectations from 
Treaty Network

• Avoiding 
double taxation 

• As simply, 
predictably and 
timely as 
possible

https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/multilateral/steuer_informationsaust/automatischer-informationsaustausch/cbcr.html
https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/multilateral/steuer_informationsaust/spontaner-informationsaustausch.html
https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/bilateral/verstaendigungsverf.html
https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/bilateral/steuerabkommen/doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.html
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• Most changes to the Treaty Network restrict the application of double tax treaty to avoid double 
taxation and limit the allocation of taxing rights, e.g. 

• Preambule [BEPS 6]

• PPT/LoB [BEPS 6]

• Concerns on clarity of new treaties, e.g. use of MLI/BEPS terminology, novel implementation 
instrument [MLI]

• Reduced predictability through increasingly subjective tests

• Assessment of whether the treaty will apply will require jurisprudence

Anna Theeuwes

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – Taxpayer considerations
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Limitation on Benefits or Principal Purpose Test clauses

• United States – United Kingdom treaty has a version of a Principal Purpose Test or a “Main Purpose Test” to 
prevent treaty-shopping (see, e.g., Art. 3(1)(n)), in addition to a Limitation on Benefits clause

• However, attempts to include a Main Purpose Test in other treaties have been opposed by the U.S. Senate and 
ultimately such language was not included in the version of the treaty that was enacted.  See, e.g., treaties with 
Italy and Slovenia approved in 1999

• A Principal Purpose Test is subjective, and U.S. policymakers and businesses prefer the objectivity of Limitation on 
Benefits approach, even if it is more difficult to satisfy

• A question is the extent to which compliance with Limitation on Benefits provisions is audited

Philip West
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• seeks to improve the resolution of tax-related disputes between jurisdictions. Inclusive Framework 
jurisdictions have committed to have their compliance with the minimum standard reviewed and 
monitored by its peers through a robust peer review process that seeks to increase efficiencies and 
improve the timeliness of the resolution of double taxation disputes.

• consists of 21 elements and 12 best practices, which assess a jurisdiction’s legal and administrative 
framework in the following four key areas:

• preventing disputes;

• availability and access to MAP;

• resolution of MAP cases;

• implementation of MAP agreements.

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – BEPS 14 Dispute resolution

Anna Theeuwes
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What were taxpayers’ 
expectations of BEPS 14? 

• Clearer access to cross 
border dispute resolution

• Procedure that results in 
actual resolution

• Predictably of result -
transparent

• Timely

What does BEPS 14 provide?

• No binding requirements nor performance obligations 
– Only best-efforts obligation and Best Practices 
around access, timeframe, resolution and 
implementation -

• Peer review commitment – over 100 jurisdictions 
reviewed so far

• Mandatory binding arbitration for some - 30 covered 
jurisdictions opted for mandatory binding arbitration

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – Dispute resolution

Anna Theeuwes
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• A mechanism which, in defined circumstances, obliges the parties to the treaty to submit unresolved 
issues in a MAP case to an independent and impartial decision-maker – an arbitration panel. The decision 
reached by the arbitration panel is binding to the parties of the treaties and thus ensures resolution of the 
case. 

• BEPS 14 includes option of Mandatory Binding Arbitration

• Optional outline to Mandatory Binding Arbitration 

• Including process outline and rules of engagement

• Only certain time limits included

• Various methods of arbitration exist – most of the countries [about 30] opting in for arbitration under MLI 
opted for the default option of final offer arbitration [often referred to as “baseball arbitration”] 

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – Mandatory binding arbitration

Anna Theeuwes
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Dispute resolution

• The U.S. Treasury Department has expressed concerns that the MLI’s arbitration provisions give signatory 
countries discretion to narrow or restrict the scope of arbitration which may conflict with current U.S. Model 
Treaty policy and the arbitration provisions that the U.S. already has in several treaties.  Therefore, the United 
States did not view joining MLI as a means to improve dispute resolution in this context

• From the U.S. perspective, less discretion can increase the efficacy of dispute resolution provisions

• With that said, the current arbitration provisions in the U.S. Model Treaty are not in every treaty and dispute 
resolution provisions are not consistent across all U.S. treaties.  Therefore, the U.S. decision not to join the MLI 
misses an opportunity to improve and align the dispute resolution provisions of older treaties

Philip West
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• Whether or not treaty protection is available will require more input from jurisprudence for risk and impact 
assessment 

• Effective dispute resolution needed more than ever

• Improvements to MAP go in the right direction and Peer Review helps but only lead to best-efforts 
obligation

• Only instrument currently available that actually resolves treaty disputes remains mandatory binding 
arbitration

Reconstructing the Treaty Network – better or worse?

Way forward?
• Further improvements to MAP, on timing and results, adding consequences to non-compliance 
• Further move to mandatory binding arbitration
• Reduce stresses on treaty dispute resolution by increased dispute prevention [e.g. rulings, APA, 

ICAP] and acceptance of cooperative compliance

Anna Theeuwes
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The broader impact of the BEPS project on bilateral changes 
to tax treaties outside the context of the MLI
• Are more/less tax treaties signed today compared to before the BEPS 

Project?

• What type of country (high-, middle-, low-income; OECD or non-
OECD) are negotiating income tax treaties, and what model/s are 
they using?

• What may be the implications for a ‘reconstruction’ of the tax treaty 
network? By whom, and for what purpose or strategic objectives?

Johann Hattingh
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*Source: IBFD Tax Research Platform, November 2020. 
Thank you to IBFD’s Tax Treaty Unit, Professor Scott Wilkie and Corey LeBlanc for valuable research assistance. The views expressed are those of the presenter alone.
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Johann Hattingh
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Johann Hattingh
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Service PE clauses in Income Tax Treaties 2015-2020
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Johann Hattingh
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Johann Hattingh
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Johann Hattingh
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Bilateral Income Tax Treaties Concluded 2015 to 2020 Between High-income and Low-income Countries* (*World Bank Index)

Johann Hattingh

HIC: LIC: Source tax on Dividends Source tax on 

Interest

Imm Prty tax at 

source

Open-ended treaty residence BEPS treaty features? MLI Covered? TT sign year BIT sign year

O
E

C
D

 C
o

u
n

tr
ie

s

Poland Ethiopia 10% 10% Yes Yes No No, listed by Poland 2015 n/a

Korea Ethiopia 8% 7,5% Yes Yes No No 2016 n/a

Slovak Rep Ethiopia 10% 5% Yes Yes No No 2016 n/a

Luxembourg Senegal 15% 10% Yes Yes Yes - preamble+PPT Yes 2016 n/a

Czech Rep Senegal 10% 10% Yes Yes Yes - preamble+PPT No 2020 n/a

UK Senegal 10% 10% Yes Yes No Yes 2015 1980

Turkey Senegal Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known Yes 2015 2010

Netherlands Malawi 10% 10% Yes Yes Yes - limited PPT No, listed by Netherlands 2015 2003

Canada Madagascar 15% 10% Yes No No No 2016 n/a
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Johann Hattingh

Bilateral Income Tax Treaties Concluded 2015 to 2020 Between High-income and Low-income Countries* (*World Bank Index)

HIC: LIC: Source tax on Dividends Source tax on Interest Imm Prty tax at source Open-ended treaty residence BEPS treaty features? MLI Covered? TT sign year BIT sign year

N
o
n

-O
E

C
D

 H
ig

h
-i

n
co

m
e 

C
o
u
n
tr

ie
s

UAE Mauritania 0% 0% 0% for gains Yes No No - not listed by UAE 2015 2015

UAE Gambia 0% 0% -50% of tax due Yes No No - not listed by UAE 2015 2019

UAE Chad 0% 0% -50% of tax due Yes No No - not listed by UAE 2018 n/a

UAE Comoros 0% 0% -50% of tax due Yes No No - listed by UAE 2015 2015

UAE South Sudan 0% 0% -50% of tax due Yes No No - listed by UAE 2019 n/a

UAE Niger 0% 0% Yes Yes No No - not listed by UAE 2018 n/a

UAE Burundi 0% 0% Yes Yes No No - listed by UAE 2017 2017

UAE Ethiopia 5% 5% Yes Yes No No - not listed by UAE 2015 2016

UAE Senegal 5% 5% Yes Yes No Yes 2015 2015

UAE Rwanda 7,5% 10% Yes Yes No No - listed by UAE 2017 2017

UAE Burkina Faso Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No - not listed by UAE 2020 n/a

UAE Liberia Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No - not listed by UAE 2019 n/a

UAE Mali Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No - listed by UAE 2018 2018

UAE Sierra Leone Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No - not listed by UAE 2019 n/a

UAE Uganda Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No - not listed by UAE 2015 2017

UAE Zimbabwe Not known *Arabic only Not known* Not known* Not known* Not known* No - not listed by UAE 2018 2018

Qatar Somalia Not known Not known Not known Not known Not known No 2018 n/a

Cyprus Ethiopia 5% 5% Yes Yes No No - listed by Cyprus 2015 n/a

Malta Ethiopia 5% 5% Yes Yes No No 2018 n/a

Singapore Ethiopia 5% 5% Yes Yes No No 2016 n/a

Jersey Rwanda 10% 10% Yes Yes No No - listed by Jersey 2015 n/a
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Why Does the U.S. Have Relatively Few Treaties?

• The U.S. generally resists external political pressures to enter into treaties, and typically only 
negotiates when: 

‒ There is actual double tax to be relieved, and 

‒ There is sufficient business interest, and 

‒ There are sufficient capital flows between the U.S. and the prospective treaty partner.  

• Limited Resources

• Political considerations

• The U.S. Senate must vote to approve a treaty for it to become effective

• The Senate held up for years a series of treaties and protocols until the summer of 2019, due to the 
objection of A single U.S. senator, until the Senate Majority Leader was convinced to use valuable floor time to 
bypass that “hold”

• The protocols were approved, but not the treaties, and this could continue to be a disincentive to being more 
proactive

Philip West
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Voting
Questions from audience

Concluding remarks
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Mukesh Butani (1/2)

Mukesh Butani is Founder & Managing Partner of BMR Legal, a boutique law firm setup in 2010. Previously, he has led the
International Tax & Transfer Pricing practice for 2 of the Big 4 firms and was Co-founder & Tax Practice Leader of BMR
Advisors.

Mukesh is a commerce graduate and also holds a bachelor's degree in Law. With specialization in domestic corporate
international tax and transfer pricing, he has over three decades of experience in advising MNCs and Indian conglomerates
on matters relating to FDI policy, business reorganizations, cross-border tax structuring, tax controversy and regulatory policy.
He is member of Bar Council of Delhi and is an acknowledged expert in the area of International Tax policy, controversy &
advocacy, and has to his credit landmark judicial pronouncements.

He is experienced in alternate dispute resolution approaches including bilateral APAs for transfer Pricing & MAPs for treaty
interpretation disputes with several jurisdictions. Mukesh participates in the Indian Government Committees & deposes
before them on a host of tax issues. Mukesh acts as an Expert witness before appellate tribunals in Singapore, Mauritius &
UK.
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Mukesh Butani (2/2)

He serves as non-independent Director & Chair of the Audit & Risk Committee for leading listed companies and is on the
Board of ABB PP&S India Ltd. He has authored books on transfer pricing and tax dispute resolution. He is visiting faculty at
Vienna University and the UK Chartered Institute of Taxation. He is also part of the visiting faculty of law, University of
Lausanne from where he is pursuing his Ph.D.

Membership:
- Chairman, IFA India branch

- Ex-member, Tax Bureau of OECD - BIAC, Permanent Scientific Committee member of IFA

- Non-resident Senior Associate, Wadhwani Chair In US-India Policy Studies at Centre of Strategic and International Studie

s, Washington D.C.

- Vice-Chairman, ICC Taxation Commission

- Founder member (2015) and member of the Governing Board, International Tax Research and Analysis Foundation

- Trustee, Foundation of International Tax and Joint Conference Director with IBFD for its annual Conference

- Member of the National Executive Committee of FICCI
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Sophie Chatel

Sophie Chatel is the Head of the Tax Treaty Unit at the OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration since 2017. As 

such she is responsible for the OECD Model Tax Convention, the Multilateral Instrument, and the treaty-related 

aspects of the OECD work on the tax concerns raised by the digitalisation of the economy. Previously, Sophie worked 

at Canada’s Department of Finance, at the Canada Revenue Agency and in the private sector in the field of 

international taxation. Sophie holds a law degree from the University of Montreal and a master’s degree in taxation  

from the University of Sherbrooke. She is also a member of the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada.
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David Duff

David G. Duff is Professor of Law and Director of the Tax LLM program at the Peter A. Allard School of Law at the University of British 

Columbia, where he teaches and writes in the areas of areas of tax law and policy, corporate and international taxation, environmental 

taxation and distributive justice. Prior to joining UBC Law in 2009, Professor Duff was a faculty member of the University of Toronto 

Faculty of Law. Before that, he was a tax associate at the Toronto office of Stikeman, Elliott. He is a member and former Governor of the 

Canadian Tax Foundation, a member of the International Fiscal Association and the governing council of the Canadian branch of the 

International Fiscal Association, and an International Research Fellow of the Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation, and has 

been a visiting scholar at the Max Planck Institute for Public Finance and Tax, the Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation, and the 

law faculties at Auckland University, Hebrew University in Jerusalem, McGill University, the University of Ottawa, Oxford University, and 

the University of Sydney. Professor Duff has published numerous articles on tax law and policy, is the primary author Canadian Income 

Tax Law (6th ed., 2018) and The Taxation of Business Organizations in Canada (2nd ed, 2019), and has co-edited books on tax avoidance 

in Canada, Canadian climate change policy, and environmental taxation. He has written several articles on tax avoidance and the 

interpretation of tax legislation and tax treaties, and was cited extensively by the Supreme Court of Canada in its decision on the 

Canadian General Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR) in Copthorne Holdings Ltd. v. Canada, 2011 SCC 63: 

http://scc.lexum.org/en/2011/2011scc63/2011scc63.html

http://scc.lexum.org/en/2011/2011scc63/2011scc63.html
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Daniel Gutmann

Daniel Gutmann is professor of domestic, international and european tax law at the Sorbonne Law School (University Paris-1) where he
is the Director of a research centre in taxation (Sorbonne-Fiscalité-Finances Publiques). He wrote numerous articles in tax matters and is
the author of a book on taxation of businesses (Droit fiscal des affaires, Lextenso, 10th ed., 2019) which was awarded the Legal Book
Special Prize by the French Constitutional &Court and the “Club des Juristes”. He is also a partner at CMS Francis Lefebvre Avocats, in
charge of the Tax Intelligence Department. Within CMS, Daniel is the Head of the CMS Treaty and EU Tax Law Group.

Beyond his activities at University and CMS, Daniel is the Scientific Director of “Fiscalité internationale”, a French tax review dedicated to
international tax law.

He is the Chairman of the Academic Committee of the European Association of Tax Law Professors (EATLP), a member of the Permanent
Scientific Committee of IFA and of the Scientific Committee of the French IFA Branch. He has chaired numerous panels at annual IFA
congresses and at French level.

He is a member of the “Conseil des prélèvements obligatoires” (the French Tax and Social Charges Board) since 2016 and takes part in se
veral tax think tanks in France and abroad.
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Johann Hattingh

Johann Hattingh is Associate Professor at the Faculty of Law in the University of Cape Town, South Africa. He is an Advocate 

of the High Court of South Africa and formerly practised with PwC. Prof Hattingh was educated at the Universities of 

Cambridge, Leiden, Cape Town and Stellenbosch. He is the Chief Editor of IBFD’s Bulletin for International Taxation and part of 

the management structure for the IBFD Centre for Studies in African Taxation. Outside of academia he has acted as senior 

international consultant for the UN Economic Commission for Africa, the IMF and for NEPAD on behalf of the African Union. 

He serves as Rapporteur for Africa in the International Law Association’s Study Group on International Taxation and is 

executive board member of the International Fiscal Association-South Africa. In 2023 he will be a General Reporter for the IFA 

Annual Congress in Cape Town, South Africa.
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Liselott Kana

Liselott Kana is a graduate from Stockholm University, in 1984 she obtained a Master of Law degree from London 

School of Economics. She worked in London for Arthur Andersen & Co until 1989, since 1990, she has been involved 

as a public official with international issues in Chile. In 1997, she was appointed Head of international taxation in 

charge of negotiating taxation treaties at the Revenue agency. She was a member of the permanent scientific 

committee of IFA until 2008 and a founder and president of the IFA Branch of Chile in 2004. She has also been 

president of IFA Latin America and a member of the United Nations Committee of tax experts until 2017. She is a 

delegate for Chile to the taxation work at the OECD. She teaches international tax at the Catholic University in 

Santiago and at the Vienna Akademie der Wirtschaftstreuhänder in Austria.
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Georg Kofler

Georg Kofler is a Professor of international tax law at WU Vienna (Vienna University of Economics and Business), 

Austria. Before joining WU, he has worked with the International Department of the Austrian Federal Ministry of 

Finance (2002-2003, 2009), as an assistant professor at the University of Linz (2001-2006), as an acting assistant 

professor of tax law at New York University School of Law (2006-2008), and as a professor of tax law at the University 

of Linz (2009-2020). He has also been a visiting professor at the University of Florida (2013, 2018), the University of 

Sydney (2016) and New York University (2019). He has worked in the fields of Austrian, European and international 

taxation for nearly two decades and has published, lectured and taught widely on those issues. He also serves, e.g., 

as a member of the faculties of several postgraduate programs, as chairman of the D-A-CH tax committee, as 

chairman of CFE’s ECJ Task Force, as an alternate member of the EU’s JTPF and as a member of IFA’s PSC.
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Michael Lennard

Michael Lennard is Chief of the International Tax Cooperation Section in the Financing for Sustainable Development 
Office of the UN and Secretary of the UN Tax Committee.  His work focuses on ensuring the fairness and workability 
of international tax norms, including achieving greater developing country input into those norms, and encouraging 

cooperation to improve tax systems as a spur to sustained development that benefits all stakeholders in tax systems. 
He currently leads the UN Secretariat work on transfer pricing and on taxation of the digitalized economy.  He has 

also been responsible at Secretariat level, for the 2017 Updates of the UN Model Tax Convention and United Nations 
Handbook on Selected Issues in the Taxation of the Extractive Industries for Developing Countries.
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Carmel Peters

Carmel is a strategic policy leader, Inland Revenue, in New Zealand.  She manages the delivery of a range of domestic 
reforms which include New Zealand’s response to BEPS and the digital economy.

Carmel negotiates New Zealand’s double tax agreements and is the New Zealand delegate to Working Party 1 (Tax Tr
eaties) at the OECD.  She co-chairs that Working Party with Aart Roelofsen from the Netherlands.

Carmel was reappointed to the United Nations Committee of Experts on International Co-operation in Tax Matters in 
August 2017 which she co-chairs with Eric Mensah from Ghana.  She is also the Convenor of the UN Subcommittee o
n update to the United Nations Model Taxation Convention.
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Anna Theeuwes

Anna Theeuwes is currently the outgoing Regional Vice President for EMEA, APAC and LATAM for Tax Executives Institute (TEI)

She is a Past President of TEI’s EMEA Chapter and has served in the past as Chair of TEI’s European Direct Tax Committee,

responsible for engaging with the EU, the OECD and other international organisations on behalf of TEI. She has over 25 years

of experience in advising on international tax matters, first with PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Brussels, Belgium and

subsequently within the Royal Dutch Shell group out of The Hague, Netherlands. At present, she is Global Tax Policy Manager

at Shell International BV. Within Shell, she held regional roles in Upstream tax, covering Europe and Africa, and at present is

the focal point for energy transition and international tax related tax policy matters for the group.

She is a frequent contributor to UN and OECD tax debates on international tax and has participated in business organisation

discussions towards international organisations as well as the European Commission. She represents TEI at the EU Platform

for Tax Good Governance.

She studied law at Leuven University [KUL – Leuven, Belgium], Universite de Poitiers [France] and Heidelberg [Germany]’s 

Karl-Ruprecht University. She has tax law degrees from the Fiscale Hogeschool in Brussels [Belgium] and from the Erasmus 

University in Rotterdam [Netherlands] as well as a Finance Postgraduate degree from Leuven University [Belgium].
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Juan Carlos Trujillo

Since 2006 Juan Carlos has worked in the International Tax Department of the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit 

in Mexico and currently is the Deputy General Director of International Treaties. He is part of the tax treaty 

negotiation team of Mexico and has participated as a Mexican delegate at different Working Groups at the OECD, 

including Working Party 1 on Tax Treaties and Related Issues, the Forum on Harmful Tax Practices, and different 

Groups related to the BEPS Project, including the negotiation of the Multilateral Instrument, the Subgroup on 

Arbitration, the Task Force on Digital Economy and the Inclusive Framework. He has also participated as an observer 

at the UN Tax Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters. Juan Carlos has been a speaker at 

different International Tax events in Mexico and abroad.
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Philip West

Phil West, Steptoe's chair, is a trusted adviser to major multinationals, high-net-worth individuals, and governments on international tax

issues, and is widely regarded as one of the premier international tax lawyers in the United States. He often achieves exceptional results

for clients in complex and high-profile tax controversies; legislative, regulatory, ruling, and competent authority proceedings; and other

matters. He advises clients on both technical questions and issues of broad policy significance, including those relating to tax planning,

tax treaties, foreign tax credits, transfer pricing, territoriality, BEAT, GILTI, FDII, tax withholding and reporting, and the tax aspects of cross

-border mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures, investment funds, and financings. He also has served as an expert witness in major tax con

troversies involving taxpayers around the world. Drawing on three decades of private sector and public service experience, including as

the Treasury Department's International Tax Counsel, the senior international tax law and policy official in the US government during

those years, Mr. West often assumes responsibility for relationships with taxing authorities that have become needlessly

adversarial. In his capacity as a Treasury Department official, Mr. West played a central role in virtually every policy, legislative, and

regulatory development in the international tax area. He led tax treaty negotiations, discussions, and ratification efforts involving

countries throughout the world, and played a major role in the US work at the OECD. He has practical experience with many foreign tax

systems and good relationships with tax officials and private practitioners around the world. He is regularly called on to advise clients

and government officials alike with respect to sensitive and complex tax matters, and has testified before Congress several times on

international tax matters. Chambers, The Legal 500, and other rankings consistently place him in the top tier of international tax

practitioners.


